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Plague Ship contains the second Solar
Queen adventure. Nortons four-book series
about the trader-crew of the Solar Queen
ended in 1969 with Postmarked the Stars
This remarkable Gandalf Grand Master of
Fantasy and Nebula Grand Master just
recently passed away after a long and
extremely fruitful career (her first novel
was published in 1934, her latest fantasy in
2005). Nortons Solar Queen stories are told
from the viewpoint of Dane Thorson, an
apprentice-Cargo Master who is introduced
in Sargasso of Space, the first Solar Queen
novel, as a lanky, very young man in an
ill-fitting Traders tunic. Most of this
authors heroes and heroines are young,
uncertain of themselves, shy, with a
tendency to trip over their own enthusiasms
and load themselves up with guilt at the
slightest opportunity. They are very
likeable and their adventures are narrated
in remarkably lean prose with just the right
touch of description. After ten years of
schooling, orphan Dane Thorson is
assigned via a computer analysis of his
psychological profile-not to a safe berth on
a sleek Company-run starship that his
classmates were vying for-but to a battered
tramp of a Free Trader. To say that the
Solar Queen lacked a great many
refinements and luxurious fittings which
the Company ships boasted was an
understatement. But she was a tightly-run
ship and what she lacked in refinement, she
made up for in adventure. Dane soon
settles in under Cargo Master Van Rycke
and learns to his dismay what large gaps
unfortunately existed in his training. Plague
Ship takes the crew of the Solar Queen to
Sargol, where the enigmatic feline natives
seem very reluctant to trade away their
fabulous scented gemstones. When Dane
Thorson discovers an herb that the Salariki
are willing to swap for their gems, he fears
that his eagerness to make a trade
breakthrough might have poisoned a native
child.
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Plague Ship - Wikipedia Ships from and sold by . Gift-wrap available . This Modern Library Paperback Classic is set
from the original edition published in 1722. Read more. : Skeleton Coast (The Oregon Files) (9780425245712 The
Scarlet Plague [Jack London] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Jack Londons classic dystopian tale of a
futuristic United States The Scarlet Plague: Jack London: 9781548227210: : A Journal of the Plague Year (Norton
Critical Editions) (9780393961881): Defoes classic reconstruction of the Great Plague of 1665 is the most The Modern
Classics Plague (Penguin Modern Classics): Albert Plague Ship - The Original Classic Edition (ebook), Norton
EVERY BOYS LIBRARY Edition, more than a million and a quarter copies of these books have Jack London A classic
tale of adventure at sea, tells the story of the naive young Humphrey van. Weyden, whose ship is wrecked in a terrible
storm. Library of America New York 1982 Taken from the original. People who viewed this item also viewed. NEW
Plague Ship - The Original Classic Edition by Andre Norton. NEW Plague Ship - The Original Clas $21.87. Images for
Plague Ship - The Original Classic Edition A Journal of the Plague Year (Penguin Classics) Revised Edition. by Ships
from and sold by . . One of these items ships sooner than the other. Plague Ship (Solar Queen, book 2) by Andrew North
- Fantastic Fiction The Plague (Vintage International) Reprint Edition. by Ships from and sold by . .. Classic
psychological treatise about human nature. The original book isnt a script and the description doesnt say this is a script
version. The Plague (Vintage International) - Kindle edition by Albert Camus Prime Originals Prime Original Series
and Movies Kids Top kids TV shows, movies, and more Coming to Prime .. This item:Skeleton Coast (The Oregon
Files) by Clive Cussler Paperback $7.49 Like Pitt, Cussler collects classic automobiles. Paperback: 560 pages
Publisher: G.P. Putnams Sons Reprint edition : The Plague (Vintage International) (9781439513132 A Journal of the
Plague Year (Oxford Worlds Classics) Revised Edition. by stock (more on the way). Ships from and sold by . Gift-wrap
available.
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